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Goldman's Venezuela purchase 'morally indefensible' ���� ��️Venezuela's oil meltdown | Counting the Cost
Code
Red - Venezuela’s Oil and Debt Crises US sanctions Venezuelan state oil firm PDVSA Code Red - Venezuela’s
Oil and Debt Crises Venezuela: a new Chinese Colony? - VisualPolitik EN US sanctions on Venezuela's PDVSA a
'significant' development, strategist says | Squawk Box Europe Venezuela - Was Another World Possible? Julia Brixton U.S. Sanctions Rosneft Unit Over Ties to Venezuela's Maduro, PDVSA Venezuelans react to new
US sanctions USA: Washington announces sanctions against Venezuelan state-owned oil firm PDVSA UN:
Venezuelan delegate reads book as Trump attacks country during UNGA speech Donald Trump o Joe Biden,
¿qué le conviene a México? | Noticias con Francisco Zea Dancing with the dead: Venezuelans turn to desperate
measures to survive Why Are People In Venezuela Starving (Hyperinflation Explained)? How did POPULISM
conquer ARGENTINA? - VisualPolitik EN From riches to rags: Venezuela's economic crisis | The Big Picture
URUGUAY: a left-wing ROCKSTAR for LATIN America? - VisualPolitik EN Venezuela: Maduro attacks Lopez,
says he is after \"accomplices\" who helped him leave Argentina, The ROBBERY of the Century? - VisualPolitik
EN Is EUROPE ending PROTECTIONISM in AGRICULTURE? - VisualPolitik EN Should the United States
Sanction Venezuelan Oil? The collapse of Venezuela, explained How will Venezuela oil sanctions impact US
refiners? Venezuelans prepare for fallout from U.S. election Seizing Assets and Funding the Opposition! US
Playing Games With Stolen Venezuelan Money PDVSA: petróleo de Venezuela en caída libre - Testigo Directo I
stand with the people of Cuba, Nicaragua and Venezuela in their righteous struggle for freedom How Did
ARGENTINA'S Long CRISIS Begin? - VisualPolitik EN Venezuela And Pdvsa Debt A
REUTERS/Andres Martinez Casares/Files CARACAS (Reuters) - A U.S. judge on Friday ruled that Venezuelan
state oil company Petroleos de Venezuela’s [PDVSA.UL] 2020 bonds are “valid and enforceable,”...
U.S. judge rules PDVSA's 2020 bonds are valid, Citgo still ...
CARACAS (Reuters) - Venezuela’s state-run oil company PDVSA [PDVSA.UL] said on Tuesday its debt fell 5
percent in 2018 from a year ago to $34.6 billion, though it remains in default on most of its...
Venezuela's PDVSA, in default, says total debt fell in ...
Venezuela's Citgo-backed bonds boosted by U.S. court ruling. By Marc Jones. 2 Min Read. FILE PHOTO: The
entrace to the Petroleos de Venezuela, S. A. (PDVSA) headquarters is sealed by the police in...
Venezuela's Citgo-backed bonds boosted by U.S. court ...
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Representatives for state-run Petroleos de Venezuela, Guaido’s press office and the Venezuela Creditors
Committee didn’t respond to requests. The nation’s dollar bonds due in 2027 climbed 0.28 cent...
Venezuela’s Government Seeks to Revive Moribund Debt Talks
To address the economic crisis imposed by the U.S. sanctions, Venezuela's authorities Monday extended for
one month the offer made to the bondholders of Petroleos de Venezuela S.A. (PDVSA) and the National
Electric Corporation S.A. (Corpoelec). "This decision will safeguard the investors' rights without affecting the
country's economic recovery," Venezuela's Economy Ministry stated.
Venezuela Extends Offer to PDVSA and Corpoelec Bondholders ...
“I have been getting calls from around the world looking to buy Venezuela and PDVSA bonds at these prices,”
said Russ Dallen, managing partner at the Miami-based brokerage Caracas Capital.
Hedge Funds Buy Up Venezuela’s Sanctioned Debt After ...
Looming PDVSA Default Pits Ashmore Against Venezuela’s Guaido Luxembourg-based Clearstream Banking
and Brussels-based Euroclear, the clearinghouses for the debt, didn’t receive the $843 million in...
Venezuela Defaults on Its Last Bond, Setting Up Legal ...
The US Treasury Department’s unilateral measures have likewise shut the Venezuelan government and state
companies off from financial markets, forbidding the renegotiation or issuance of new debt instruments. The
PDVSA 2020 bond, which was contemplated in the government offer, was mired in controversy last year when
the opposition-controlled National Assembly fulfilled a US $71 million interest payment in May despite
protests from hardliners.
Venezuela Looks to Renegotiate Debt Amidst US Sanctions ...
Venezuela and PdVSA get a lot of their money by exporting oil abroad, and they own lots of assets in the U.S.
in the form of PdVSA’s refining subsidiary Citgo Petroleum Corp.; defaulted bondholders...
Who Can Pay Venezuela’s Debts? - Bloomberg
The next payment is due in April 2019; whether or not PDVSA will make a full payment is uncertain as
Venezuela has been completely insolvent with the rest of their $60 billion debt. Canadian mining firm
Crystallex is another creditor of PDVSA's Citgo holdings and could potentially end up in control should PDVSA
default in 2020. [45]
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PDVSA - Wikipedia
PDVSA also promotes and engages in activities aimed at the comprehensive, organic and sustainable
development of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, including agricultural and industrial activities,
manufacturing, processing and marketing of goods, and provision of services, in order to establish the proper
connection between resources derived from hydrocarbons and the overall Venezuelan ...
PDVSA
Venezuela could choose to target only sovereign debt for restructuring and refinancing and not that of stateowned oil company PdVSA. This would be in line with the government’s declaration that it would make a final
payment of USD 1.1bn on PdVSA’s 2017 bonds that matured on 2 November at the same time as it made its
restructuring announcement.
LEGAL ANALYSIS: Venezuela’s restructuring complicated by ...
Collective action clauses. Emerging markets. Sovereign debt. Sovereign debt restructuring. Most of the bonds
issued in the international capital markets by the Republic of Venezuela and its state-owned oil company,
Petróleos de Venezuela, S.A. (“PDVSA”), have now fallen into default. Although President Nicolás Maduro of
Venezuela announced last fall that the bonds would soon be restructured or refinanced, no attempt has been
made to pursue such a restructuring.
How to Restructure Venezuela’s Debt | Oxford Law Faculty
Venezuela has about $60bn (£46bn) in outstanding bonds. That includes debt issued by the Venezuelan
government as well as bonds issued by companies such as state oil company PDVSA. But that is not...
Venezuela's debt problem: To default or to pay - BBC News
The country's crude oil exports have already plummeted to the lowest level in three years, of just two million
barrels a day. Venezuela's Petroles de Venezueal S.A. (PDVSA) made a good-will gesture...
Venezuela debt: What does default on debt mean for the ...
Venezuela's PDVSA to offload crude from idled floating facility: sources Reuters 21:19 19-Oct-20 Judge Rules
In Favor Of PDVSA In Citgo Bond Dispute OilPrice.com 15:49 19-Oct-20 PDVSA must cede Citgo stake after
bond default Borneo Bulletin 21:03 17-Oct-20
NewsNow: PDVSA news | Breaking News & Search 24/7
Venezuela Works on Foreign Debt Payment Under US Siege with a “Conditional Offer” (PDVSA + Electricidad
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de Caracas) The vice president of Venezuela, Delcy Rodríguez, proposed on Tuesday a “conditional offer” for
the payment of bonds of state companies Petróleos de Venezuela (PDVSA) and Electricidad de Caracas, in
order to guarantee that investors are not affected by US sanctions that, since 2017 have prevented the
restructuring of the Venezuelan debt.
Venezuela Works on Foreign Debt Payment Under US Siege ...
One option, before a generalized debt restructuring of some kind affecting all outstanding bonds, is for
Venezuela to acknowledge that there really is only one public sector credit risk in the country and that the
distinction between Republic bonds and its state-owned oil company, Petróleos de Venezuela, S.A. (“PDVSA”)
bonds is artificial, and then to offer to exchange PDVSA bonds for new Republic bonds at par.
PDVSA – Harvard Law School Bankruptcy Roundtable
OFAC Issues Guidance on PdVSA Designation and Further Restricts Dealings in Venezuelan Debt - Cleary
Gottlieb Memorandum. OFAC Clarifies, And Further Complicates, Sanctions on Venezuela, PdVSA - Dechert
Memorandum. February 1, 2019 Issuance of Amended Venezuela-related General Licenses and Frequently
Asked Questions.
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REUTERS/Andres Martinez Casares/Files CARACAS (Reuters) - A U.S. judge on Friday ruled that Venezuelan
state oil company Petroleos de Venezuela’s [PDVSA.UL] 2020 bonds are “valid and enforceable,”...
U.S. judge rules PDVSA's 2020 bonds are valid, Citgo still ...
CARACAS (Reuters) - Venezuela’s state-run oil company PDVSA [PDVSA.UL] said on Tuesday its debt fell 5
percent in 2018 from a year ago to $34.6 billion, though it remains in default on most of its...
Venezuela's PDVSA, in default, says total debt fell in ...
Venezuela's Citgo-backed bonds boosted by U.S. court ruling. By Marc Jones. 2 Min Read. FILE PHOTO: The
entrace to the Petroleos de Venezuela, S. A. (PDVSA) headquarters is sealed by the police in...
Venezuela's Citgo-backed bonds boosted by U.S. court ...
Representatives for state-run Petroleos de Venezuela, Guaido’s press office and the Venezuela Creditors
Committee didn’t respond to requests. The nation’s dollar bonds due in 2027 climbed 0.28 cent...
Venezuela’s Government Seeks to Revive Moribund Debt Talks
To address the economic crisis imposed by the U.S. sanctions, Venezuela's authorities Monday extended for
one month the offer made to the bondholders of Petroleos de Venezuela S.A. (PDVSA) and the National
Electric Corporation S.A. (Corpoelec). "This decision will safeguard the investors' rights without affecting the
country's economic recovery," Venezuela's Economy Ministry stated.
Venezuela Extends Offer to PDVSA and Corpoelec Bondholders ...
“I have been getting calls from around the world looking to buy Venezuela and PDVSA bonds at these prices,”
said Russ Dallen, managing partner at the Miami-based brokerage Caracas Capital.
Hedge Funds Buy Up Venezuela’s Sanctioned Debt After ...
Looming PDVSA Default Pits Ashmore Against Venezuela’s Guaido Luxembourg-based Clearstream Banking
and Brussels-based Euroclear, the clearinghouses for the debt, didn’t receive the $843 million in...
Venezuela Defaults on Its Last Bond, Setting Up Legal ...
The US Treasury Department’s unilateral measures have likewise shut the Venezuelan government and state
companies off from financial markets, forbidding the renegotiation or issuance of new debt instruments. The
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PDVSA 2020 bond, which was contemplated in the government offer, was mired in controversy last year when
the opposition-controlled National Assembly fulfilled a US $71 million interest payment in May despite
protests from hardliners.
Venezuela Looks to Renegotiate Debt Amidst US Sanctions ...
Venezuela and PdVSA get a lot of their money by exporting oil abroad, and they own lots of assets in the U.S.
in the form of PdVSA’s refining subsidiary Citgo Petroleum Corp.; defaulted bondholders...
Who Can Pay Venezuela’s Debts? - Bloomberg
The next payment is due in April 2019; whether or not PDVSA will make a full payment is uncertain as
Venezuela has been completely insolvent with the rest of their $60 billion debt. Canadian mining firm
Crystallex is another creditor of PDVSA's Citgo holdings and could potentially end up in control should PDVSA
default in 2020. [45]
PDVSA - Wikipedia
PDVSA also promotes and engages in activities aimed at the comprehensive, organic and sustainable
development of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, including agricultural and industrial activities,
manufacturing, processing and marketing of goods, and provision of services, in order to establish the proper
connection between resources derived from hydrocarbons and the overall Venezuelan ...
PDVSA
Venezuela could choose to target only sovereign debt for restructuring and refinancing and not that of stateowned oil company PdVSA. This would be in line with the government’s declaration that it would make a final
payment of USD 1.1bn on PdVSA’s 2017 bonds that matured on 2 November at the same time as it made its
restructuring announcement.
LEGAL ANALYSIS: Venezuela’s restructuring complicated by ...
Collective action clauses. Emerging markets. Sovereign debt. Sovereign debt restructuring. Most of the bonds
issued in the international capital markets by the Republic of Venezuela and its state-owned oil company,
Petróleos de Venezuela, S.A. (“PDVSA”), have now fallen into default. Although President Nicolás Maduro of
Venezuela announced last fall that the bonds would soon be restructured or refinanced, no attempt has been
made to pursue such a restructuring.
How to Restructure Venezuela’s Debt | Oxford Law Faculty
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Venezuela has about $60bn (£46bn) in outstanding bonds. That includes debt issued by the Venezuelan
government as well as bonds issued by companies such as state oil company PDVSA. But that is not...
Venezuela's debt problem: To default or to pay - BBC News
The country's crude oil exports have already plummeted to the lowest level in three years, of just two million
barrels a day. Venezuela's Petroles de Venezueal S.A. (PDVSA) made a good-will gesture...
Venezuela debt: What does default on debt mean for the ...
Venezuela's PDVSA to offload crude from idled floating facility: sources Reuters 21:19 19-Oct-20 Judge Rules
In Favor Of PDVSA In Citgo Bond Dispute OilPrice.com 15:49 19-Oct-20 PDVSA must cede Citgo stake after
bond default Borneo Bulletin 21:03 17-Oct-20
NewsNow: PDVSA news | Breaking News & Search 24/7
Venezuela Works on Foreign Debt Payment Under US Siege with a “Conditional Offer” (PDVSA + Electricidad
de Caracas) The vice president of Venezuela, Delcy Rodríguez, proposed on Tuesday a “conditional offer” for
the payment of bonds of state companies Petróleos de Venezuela (PDVSA) and Electricidad de Caracas, in
order to guarantee that investors are not affected by US sanctions that, since 2017 have prevented the
restructuring of the Venezuelan debt.
Venezuela Works on Foreign Debt Payment Under US Siege ...
One option, before a generalized debt restructuring of some kind affecting all outstanding bonds, is for
Venezuela to acknowledge that there really is only one public sector credit risk in the country and that the
distinction between Republic bonds and its state-owned oil company, Petróleos de Venezuela, S.A. (“PDVSA”)
bonds is artificial, and then to offer to exchange PDVSA bonds for new Republic bonds at par.
PDVSA – Harvard Law School Bankruptcy Roundtable
OFAC Issues Guidance on PdVSA Designation and Further Restricts Dealings in Venezuelan Debt - Cleary
Gottlieb Memorandum. OFAC Clarifies, And Further Complicates, Sanctions on Venezuela, PdVSA - Dechert
Memorandum. February 1, 2019 Issuance of Amended Venezuela-related General Licenses and Frequently
Asked Questions.
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